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NETWORKING CAN BE AS 
COMFORTABLE AS HAVING A

GARAGE SALE
By Nick Kossovan

When I hear someone say, "I hate networking," I wonder why anyone
would dislike something that offers many benefits, most notably more job
and business opportunities, broader knowledge, faster career advance-
ment, and higher status. 
Generally, people who make networking a daily habit have an easier
time finding employment.

Whatever your reasons for disliking networking, which comes down to socializing in profession-
al settings, here is a tip to overcome your mental obstacle to networking. (READ: change your
mindset)
Four years ago, I held a garage sale to sell most of the contents of my parent's home, which
they had lived in for 43 years, in preparation for their move to a retirement community. The
objective was not to make money but to get rid of 43 years of accumulated stuff. My thinking:
It would be much easier to have people pay my parents to take their no longer-needed stuff
away than to pay someone to do it. 
The things sold at the garage sale were no longer valuable to my parents. I did not even both-
er pricing each item. The value of my time outweighed trying to determine a price for each item,
so I stood in the driveway and made-up prices. I sold most items for a couple of dollars; most
I just gave away. Compared to the items, the small amount of money my parents received was
more valuable to them. On the other hand, the item was more valuable to the person who
bought it for two bucks.  
Hence, on a summer Saturday morning, I stood in my parent's driveway, creating value from
nothing, which surprisingly felt good. All around me, I was witnessing the truth to the adage,
"Value is in the eye of the beholder." This got me thinking about how this adage applies to net-
working.
Give away everything you have to offer!
You have a lot more to offer than you realize.
- Ideas
- Advice.
- Experiences you have had and the lessons you learned.  
- Recommendations (e.g., books, blogs, movies)
- An introduction to someone capable of helping.
There are many reasons people do not network. "Networking feels awkward," or "I don't want
to ask people for anything." 
Whenever someone says this, my response is: "Give first. Give to the other person, and net-
working will feel better." 
During a conversation, listen to what the other person is working on or their challenges, and
offer whatever help you can. Simply put, when meeting someone for the first time, ask yourself,
"How can I help this person?"  
Asking yourself this question will help you feel less awkward when you first meet someone. You
feel more relaxed about how the conversation will proceed when you approach it with the
expectation of being of assistance.   
Your knowledge, experience, and way of thinking are unique. The collection you have in your
head is one-of-a-kind. Like my parents, having accumulated stuff for 43 years, you have accu-
mulated your collection simply by being alive.   
We often take for granted the experiences, knowledge, and many of our relationships because
we believe that if they are not valuable to us, they are not valuable to others. This would be a
wrong assumption. Nobody knows what you know, and nobody knows it like you do.  
Chances are: 
- With so many people wanting to pivot their careers, your experience in an industry or field
would be valuable to someone looking to pivot into the industry or field you are familiar with.   
- You are an SME (Subject Matter Expert) in a few subject areas.
- You have a unique point of view about a widespread challenge facing your profession.
- You have overcome the pain points of the person you are speaking with or know someone
who has. (You have been there, done that.) 
You have all this to offer and much more-give it all away! 
When I started sharing my behind-the-scenes hiring process stories via this column, The Art of
Finding Work, it connected with many people. Not because they had similar experiences to
mine but because they gravitated toward what I had to offer; unsweetened job search advice
from the trenches. 
My corporate world journey-still ongoing-as a hiring manager is unique to me. However, I
believe the lessons I learned and, more importantly, the observations I made along the way can
be helpful to job seekers. 
If I kept my experiences, observations, and lessons to myself, they would not be valuable to the
millions seeking job search advice, hence this weekly column you are reading. I have already
lived and learned from the lessons I write about. Thus, their value to me is in the past, like the
stuff my parents bought 20, 30, 40 years ago was valuable to them then but not at the time of
the garage sale. However, when I write about my experience and observations and the lessons
I learned and share them with my readers, I give them value.  
The next time you meet someone, imagine yourself having a mental garage sale, giving away
your knowledge and experience, and offering to connect them with people you know. It will feel
good, I promise. __________________________________________________________________________
Nick Kossovan, a well-seasoned veteran of the corporate landscape, offers advice on
searching for a job. You can send him your questions at artoffindingwork@gmail.com
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CANADA ANNOUNCES FUNDING FOR PROJECTS TO
PREVENT GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE IN ONTARIO

The National Inquiry into
Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls
highlighted the underlying sys-
temic causes of ongoing vio-
lence against Indigenous
women, girls, and
2SLGBTQQIA+ people. The
COVID-19 pandemic also creat-
ed unprecedented challenges
for victims and survivors seek-
ing help and the frontline organ-
izations that support them.
Today, the Honourable Marci
Ien, Minister for Women and
Gender Equality and Youth,
announced over $2.2 million in
funding for six organizations
located in Ontario:
Brantford Native Housing
-Association for Native
Development in the Performing
and Visual Arts
-Dnaagdawenmag Binnoojiiyag
Child & Family Services -
Legacy of Hope Foundation
-Orillia Native Women's Group -
Tyendinaga Native Women's
Association

Increasing the capacity of
Indigenous women's and
2SLGBTQQIA+ organizations
will enable organizations to
address the root causes of gen-
der-based violence and ensure
that Indigenous women and
2SLGBTQQIA+ people, and
their communities, can prosper
now and in the future.
In November 2022, the Federal,
Provincial, and Territorial Forum
of Ministers Responsible for the
Status of Women launched the
10-year National Action Plan to
End Gender-Based Violence.
This is a strategic framework for
addressing gender-based vio-
lence. The National Action Plan
includes five pillars: support for
victims, survivors, and their
families; prevention; a respon-
sive justice system; implement-
ing Indigenous-led approaches;
and social infrastructure and an
enabling environment.
"The high rates of violence
against Indigenous women,
girls, and 2SLGBTQI+ people

are alarming. These six organi-
zations across Ontario are
doing critical work to prevent
and address gender-based vio-
lence, and supporting their
efforts remains a top priority for
the Government of Canada.
The funding announced today
will help these incredible organ-
izations build their capacity to
address the root causes of gen-
der-based violence and contin-
ue to build safer communities,
both on and off reserves, in
Ontario. This Friday, May 5, we
mark Red Dress Day, which
reminds us to uphold and hon-
our the memory and spirits of all
missing and murdered
Indigenous women and girls
(MMIWG) as well as Two-Spirit,
lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-
gender, queer, intersex, and
additional sexually and gender-
diverse (2SLGBTQI+) people."
The Honourable Marci Ien,
Minister for Women and Gender
Equality and Youth

ONE HORSE POWER INSTALLED AS GATEWAY TO SEATON
The City of Pickering announced that 'One Horse Power' has been installed at Pickering’s new
Fire Hall, located at the corner of Zents Drive and Brock Road.
Signage and landscaping are still being completed, and the artwork will officially be unveiled as
part of the Fire Hall opening this June, it said.
A city statement said the construction of Pickering’s new Seaton Fire Headquarters provides the
opportunity for public art to act as a gateway and marker to the Seaton community.
Seaton is a vibrant community being developed in central Pickering. It is planned to accommo-
date 70,000 new residents and 35,000 new jobs. Master-planning for this community began in
2015 with the construction of infrastructure for water, sewers, roads, power, gas, and telecommu-
nications.
In April 2022, the City of Pickering released a Call to Artists asking creatives to broadly consider
local nature and wildlife, and the rapidly developing community in Seaton. 46 artists from across
Canada and the USA submitted expressions of interest. After careful consideration, the jury, the
Cultural Advisory Committee, and the Public Art Sub Committee shortlisted the top three artists,
from which Bermingham Studio Inc. was awarded the commission, the statement said.
Artist Patrick Bermingham created the proposal to pay tribute to the work horse, the original unit
of power. Patrick reflects “with a single horsepower, so much was accomplished in a short space
in time,” highlighting that the work horse represents a time when human and horse worked close-
ly together in synergy.
The style of the proposed sculpture is to be highly dynamic, not high realism. The artist intends
for passers-by to feel the determination of the horse, conveying strength and beauty through per-
severance. As the Seaton neighborhood continues to grow, this steel guardian will remind visitors
and residents of the power required to get the job done, back then and today, the statement
added.


